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Positive fitting joint in a temporary bamboo structure. 

This joint consists of two culms; the smaller passes through the larger one in the 
perpendicular direction. 

Traditional bamboo gazebo in Indonesia with positive fitted (rail to vertical 
member), plug-in (stations to lower rail) and lashed joints.

Traditional or vernacular bamboo construction 



Lashing joints are considered one of the most ancient type of bamboo connections. 
Despite being a simple joint, they are highly efficient, engaging considerable friction between the bamboo and the lashing material.



Bamboo Construction Classification
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Bamboo = non-durable
‘poor man’s timber’ Temporary structure

While bamboo might have a reputation as a second-class building material, it can be converted 
into artistic products of high quality and functionality

Bamboo preservation, by design = Engineered Bamboo Constructions

• Big Hat (roof) : cover from sun and rain
• High Heels (foundation) : far from soil
• Ventilation : mold free



getting bigger and wider span…

From traditional To engineered bamboo construction
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From traditional To engineered bamboo construction

lashing + dowel

bolted joint



Simón Vélez, Zeri Pavilion



Engineered conventional bamboo construction 

In terms of conventional bamboo culm construction, the most significant improvement from traditional to engineered construction is 
the use of bolted joints with or without mortar injection. Such connections utilize simultaneous drilling using long bits to ensure 
alignment of multiple culms. Bolted joints provide easy workability, high durability and the ability to connect multiple culms with a 
single bolt or threaded rod. This permits the assembly of building frames having more than two layers. Four-culm bamboo columns 
having horizontal members comprising a third plane are widely used in engineered conventional bamboo construction. Three 
dimensional frames are also more easily assembled.

The capability of bolted joint to 
connect three or more large 

culms at once

Two-dimensional frame with 
many layers

(courtesy of Jorg Stamm)

Three-dimentional frame :
Great Hall OBI

By Andry Widyowijatnoko

Engineered conventional bamboo construction



The bamboo structure has an oval plan with column-free principal axis spans of 20 and 31 m. 
The main structural system of Great Hall OBI is a double layer frame. Bolted joints are used 
in combination with fish-mouth joints strengthened by lashing in some instances. 

Great Hall of Outward Bound Indonesia (OBI) , by Andry Widyowijatnoko

• used as meeting place and training facility when raining
• designed in 2009, built in 2011
• inverted boat shape 
• 8000 bamboos



• 30 pieces of 2D frame, formed in horizontal position 
on the ground for ease of workability

• Using modern bolted joint, combined with traditional 
lashing

• 2D frames were erected radial forming a kind of 
inverted boat shape



• Floating roof for wide span
• Bamboo hyperbolic-paraboloid as main entrance

Hyperbolic Paraboloids resemble the shape of a saddle formed by the combination 
of concave and convex surfaces. 
Along with being aesthetically dynamic, it has also been proven to be structurally 
efficient due to the capacity to cover long spans without intermediate supports. 













Bamboo culms are used to replace other materials, however sometimes the use is foreign to the nature of bamboo requiring treatment 
of modification to meet requirements. 
The challenge with such structures is the need to engineer joints that transmit concentric forces between bamboo members only at their 
ends. The joints also require some degree of customization to account for the variability of bamboo in addition to adjustability in order 
to ensure the desired final geometry for the structure. 

Bamboo geodesic dome Bamboo as compression element in combination with 
steel as connector and tension wire

Substitutive bamboo constructions 

Beyond conventional bamboo construction, bamboo is also utilized to replace other established materials in building construction. 
Such ‘substitutive bamboo construction’ is often motivated by reducing cost, improving sustainability or lack of material availability. 



traditional engineered
• lashing+dowel • bolted joint
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barcom joint

• tensile structure
• space truss
• geodesic dome
• reciprocal frame



Barcom Joint
bamboo radial compression connection



Three Mountain Building was the refurbishment and relocation of the older building in Ubud, Bali. The 
building has a flexible structural system which relies on three towers which then connected with the ground 
via series of bamboo rafters that acted as tension member. 

Tensile Structure

One of the applications of Bamboo radial compression Connection in for tension member was in the refurbishment of Three Mountain Building 



At the previous location, the building was complained to be unstable and unable to be used. 
This was due to weak connection between the tower and the rafters. The the building was relocated to another location. For the stability improvement, 

bamboo radial compression connection was used at the second location.



Bamboo radial compression connection 

The bamboo radial compression 
connections were used to 
connect the laminated bamboo 
ring which tied the tower with 
the bamboo rafters. 
To simplify the connection, the 
bamboo radial compression 
directly used wire instead of 
threaded steel bar. 





Bamboo Space Frame



World Bamboo Congress 2015, South Korea (Damyang)

Geodesic Dome

The 10 meter geodesic dome structure was built with 3 variation of connection and 3 variation of struts. 
Total of the connections were 61 components, and 165 for the struts. This dome was assembled in 2 days 



The whole structure could be relocated by simply deattached the member and the bowl connection. Other than that, in case 
of rural area with its own bamboo supply, the bamboo radial compression joint components and the bowl connection could 
be re-used to make the same structure. 



Knock-down construction was defined as construction where the components were manufactured in off-site, assembled onsite, and could be disassembled 
to be reused in other site. 

Bamboo radial compression connection was designed to be easy to construct. By having steel material as the end connector, instead of bamboo itself, it 
could be further designed as knock-down system. 

Knock-Down Construction for Post Disaster Building 



The material for the connection is almost easy to acquire in any building store, unlike other steel-ended bamboo connection which specially built for 
bamboo pole construction. The material required were such as threaded steel rod, steel or wood plate as washer, steel wire, and wire clip. The only 

component need to be specialy made is the special washer. 



Reciprocal Frame



Reciprocal frame is a self-supported three-dimensional structure made up of three or more sloping rods, which form a closed circuit.













Annur Mosque, by Andry Widyowijatnoko

















Bamboo as substitute for timber



How a building can stand up; it's also related to geometry and a certain understanding of the architecture in which there is a balance between 
expression and function.

The truth is simple. We are nothing without our partnering craftsmen. An idea would be just an idea. A design would be just a design.

We are able to transform concept and dreams into reality because of these kindhearted people and their gifted hands.

BAMBOO



Thank You
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